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Abstract
PURPOSE: To retrospectively investigate the quantitative background parenchymal enhancement (BPE) of the
contralateral normal breast in patients with unilateral invasive breast cancer throughout multiple monitoring points
of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) and to further determine whether BPE is associated with tumor response,
especially at the early stage of NAC. MATERIALS AND METHODS: A total of 90 patients with unilateral breast
cancer who then received six or eight cycles of NAC before surgery were analyzed retrospectively. BPE was
measured in dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI at baseline and after 2nd, 4th, and 6th NAC, respectively. Correlation
between BPE and tumor size was analyzed, and the association between pathologic complete remission (pCR)
and BPE was also analyzed. RESULTS: The BPE of contralateral normal breast showed a constant reduction
throughout NAC therapy regardless of the menopausal status (P b .001 in all). Both the BPEs and the changes of
BPE in each of the three monitoring points were significantly correlated with those in tumor size (P b .05 in all), and
the reduction of BPE after 2nd NAC had the largest diagnostic value for pCR (AUC = 0.726, P b .001), particularly
in hormonal receptor (HR)-negative patients (OR = 0.243, 95%CI = 0.083 to 0.706, P = .009). CONCLUSION: The
BPE of contralateral normal breast had a constant decreased tendency similar to the change of tumor size in NAC.
Reduction of BPE at the early stage of NAC was positively associated with pCR, especially in HR-negative status.
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Introduction
Breast background parenchymal enhancement (BPE) is referred to as
normal fibroglandular breast tissue enhancement on the MR
mammography (MRM) after injecting contrast agents, which is
known to be evaluated qualitatively according to the BI-RADS
lexicon or measured quantitatively by a fully automated computerized
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scheme [1,2]. Since BPE is thought to coincide with the amount of
blood flow in the fibroglandular tissue and may reflect breast activity,
there are many studies that demonstrated that BPE was associated
with fibroglandular tissue (FGT), patient's age, menopausal status,
and menstrual phase [3–6].
Previous studies have investigated the influence of BPE on the

affected breast harboring breast cancer. It was proposed that increased
levels of BPE are an important risk factor for breast cancer [3,7,8]. It
was revealed that moderate or marked BPE surrounding breast
tumors may affect the accuracy of the tumor size estimation, leading
to a positive resection margin after breast conservation surgery [9].
In addition, higher BPE around the tumor at preoperative MR

imaging could be an independent factor associated with worse
recurrence-free survival in patients with ductal carcinoma in suit
(DCIS) [10,11]. Besides surgery treatment, it was also previously
demonstrated that other well established treatments, such as
radiation, chemotherapy and antihormonal medications were also
associated with BPE [7,12–14]. The reductions of BPE may have
been caused by any other therapies or by their combination.
A few of studies recently have focused on the association between

BPE and tumor outcome to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC).
Preibsch et al. demonstrated that the decreased BPE after NAC
seemed to correlate with tumor response by using qualitative analysis
[15]. Given the typical symmetry between left and right breast, Chen
et al. and van der Velden et al., respectively, investigated the
alternation of BPE in the contralateral normal breast by using fully
automated computerized method [16,17]. Chen et al. found that a
reduction of BPE was associated with pathologic complete remission
(pCR) to NAC in estrogen receptor (ER)*negative patients, while van
der Velden et al. revealed that the association between BPE and
long-term outcome was significant particularly in patients with
ER-positive and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
(HER2)-negative breast cancers. Although these studies confirmed
that the alternation of BPE can predict tumor outcome in NAC, they
have not reached an agreement on different subtypes according to
immunohistochemistry (IHC). Additionally, some of the
published studies ignored the fact to unify the observation point
of BPE after NAC, and some of them aimed for a change of BPE
before the surgery just after completing NAC. None of them
focused on the change of BPE at every time point throughout NAC in
breast patients.
Thus, the purpose of this retrospective study was to quantify BPE

in breast cancer patients throughout different time points during
NAC and further to determine whether quantitative MR imaging
assessments of BPE in the contralateral normal breast are associated
with tumor response, especially at the early stage of NAC.

Materials and Methods

Patient Enrollment
The institutional review board granted a waiver of authorization

and patient consent for our retrospective study, which was in
compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA). Between August 2014 and April 2016, 116 patients
diagnosed with breast cancers were confirmed by core needle biopsy,
and received six or eight cycles of neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC).
Diagnosis of suspicious axillary lymph node was confirmed by
ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration. Altogether, 26 patients
were excluded — among them 10 did not receive surgery after NAC,
5 had bilateral breast cancers, and 11 had insufficient MRI data.
Finally, 90 patients (mean age ± SD, 49.84 ± 10.04 years; age range,
28–69 years) with unilateral breast cancer (72 invasive ductal
carcinomas, 5 ductal carcinoma in suit, 2 invasive lobular carcinoma
and 11 tumor classification unclear) were included in our study.
Menopausal status was recorded in medical history, then patients
were separated into pre-menopausal (mean age ± SD, 40.88 ± 6.55
years, N = 50) and post-menopausal groups ((mean age ± SD,
57.02 ± 5.55, N = 40). Among them, all patients underwent
contrast-enhanced breast MRI before and after NAC.

NAC Protocol
The NAC regimens included CEF (cyclophosphamide 600 mg/m2

on day 1, epirubicin 60 mg/m2 on day 1 and 5-fluorouracil 600 mg/
m2 on day 1 every 3 weeks), PC (paclitaxel 80 mg/m2 and
carboplatin AUC 2 mg min/ml on days 1, 8, and 15 of a 28-day cycle)
and PE (paclitaxel, 80 mg/m2 on Days 1, 8, and 15, epirubicin 60
mg/m2 on day 1 every 3 weeks) for a median of 4 cycles (range 1 to 6
cycles). TEC (Taxotere 75 mg/m2, epirubicin 60 mg/m2 cyclophos-
phamide 600 mg/m2 on day 1 of a 21-day cycle). For HER-2 positive
patients, Trastuzumab was administered as 4 mg/kg loading dose
followed by 2 mg/kg weekly combined with chemotherapy (PCH).
Breast surgery with axillary dissection was performed within 4 weeks
at the last chemotherapy dose for all the patients. In total, 5 patients
received CEF, 20 patients received PC, 2 cases underwent PE, 29
cases underwent TEC and 39 patients received PCH.

MRI Study Protocol
MRI was performed with 1.5-T Dedicated spiral breast MRI

Systems (Aurora Imaging Technology, Aurora Systems, Inc., Canada)
with breast coil. The patient was prone, and images were acquired in
the axial planes with the following sequences: a T2-weighted
fat-suppressed sequence (TR 6680 ms, TE 29 ms, thickness 3
mm), and axial T1-weighted fat suppressed (TE/TR 4.8/29 ms,
thickness 1.1 mm, FOV 360 mm, matrix 360 × 360 × 128) before
and four times after a bolus injection of gadopentetate dimeglumine
at 2 ml/s with an injector and followed by 20 ml normal saline flush.
Postcontrast images were obtained at 90, 180, 270, and 360 seconds
after injection. The same acquisition parameters were used
throughout NAC studies. The baseline MRI scans were scheduled
prior to initiation of NAC, at least 10 days after biopsy. The
follow-up MRI scans were usually scheduled after the 2nd, 4th, 6th,
and 8th cycle of NAC just before commencing the next cycle,
respectively. Only 12 patients received eight cycles of NAC; therefore,
the data of 8th follow-up MRI were excluded in this study.

Histopathological Analysis
Prior to NAC, biopsy of the primary tumor was taken for

histological analysis. Pathologic tumor response was assessed by the
Miller and Payne grading [18]. pCR in the breast was defined as the
absence of invasive carcinoma (residual ductal carcinoma in situ
allowed) by pathologic examination.

Image Processing
We developed a fully automated scheme for the quantitative

analysis of BPE in DCE-MRI. It has been used in our previous study
[19]. Our fully automated method consists of three steps,
segmentation of the whole breast, fibroglandular tissues, and
enhanced fibroglandular tissues. Based on the volume of interest



Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the Patient Cohort in the pCR and non-pCR Groups

Characteristics Total (n = 90) pCR (n = 25) Non-pCR (n = 65) P
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extracted, dynamic programming technique was applied in each 2-D
slice of the 3-D MR scan to delineate the chest wall and breast skin
line for segmenting the whole breast. This step took advantage of the
continuity of the chest wall and breast skin line across adjacent slices.
We then further used the fuzzy c-means clustering method with an
automatic selection of cluster numbers for segmenting the fibro-
glandular tissues within the segmented whole breast area. Finally, a
statistical method was used to set a threshold based on the estimated
noise level for segmenting the enhanced fibroglandular tissues in the
subtraction image of pre- and post-contrast MRI scans (Figure 1). BPE
was calculated with the segmented volumes of the enhanced
fibroglandular tissues and the fibroglandular tissues. BPE = (the
enhanced fibroglandular tissue volume/total fibroglandular tissue
volume) × 100%. To avoid the effects of the lesion, only BPE of the
contralateral normal breast was evaluated. BPE was measured on four
time points, respectively, and calculated the mean value as statistic data.

Data Analysis
Since monitoring tumor response to NAC is universally accepted by

Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST) [20], tumor
size was also analyzed in this study, which was measured on early
post-contrast images (90 seconds after contrast material injection).

The changes in BPE between four MRIs were calculated according to the
following formula:ΔBPE1/2/3 = (BPE2nd/4th/6th follow-up MRI –BPEbaseline MRI)/
BPEbaseline MRI *100%. Reduction of the tumor size on post-NACMRI was
calculated as follows: ΔSize1/2/3 = (tumor size2nd/4th/6th follow-up MRI –
tumor sizebaseline MRI)/tumor sizebaseline MRI *100%.

Statistical Analysis
All data was analyzed using the SPSS 16.0 software. The

Independent t test and Pearson chi-square test were used to compare
baseline characteristics in pCR and Non-pCR Groups. The
Nonparametric test was used to compare BPEs throughout the
NAC. Correlation between Δ BPE and Δ size was analyzed using
Figure 1. Magnetic resonance imaging analysis.The volume of
interest (VOI) of breasts, yellow color for the whole breast, blue for
the fibroglandular tissue without enhancement and pink for the
enhanced fibroglandular tissue.
Spearman's test. Association between pCR and other variables was
analyzed by Binary Logistic regression. The predictive performance
regarding the identification of responders or nonresponders was evaluated
by ROC analysis. P b .05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Patient Cohort and Tumor Characteristics
The baseline characteristics of the study population are shown in

Table 1. After completing NAC, there were 25 patients (27.78%)
who received pCR, and 65 cases received non-pCR (72.22%). The
proportions of IHC type, hormonal receptor (HR) status and HER2
status were significantly different between pCR and non-pCR groups.

BPE and NAC
Compared with baseline status, BPE after 2nd, 4th, and 6th NAC

showed a significant reduction in all the patients (P b .001 in all).
Forty patients were pre-menopausal and 50 patients were
post-menopausal at the time of baseline MRI. Regardless of
menopausal status, they had a similar trend throughout NAC. The
reduction of BPE was less in post-menopausal women than that in
pre-menopausal women in all the three monitoring points, but it did
not reach a significant difference (Figure 2).

BPE and Tumor Size
No significant correlation was seen between BPE and tumor size

(r = 0.024, P = .825) at baseline, while the correlation became a
weak but significant after NAC during each of three monitoring
points (r = 0.286, P = .006 after 2nd NAC, r = 0.266, P = .011
Age (mean year ± SD) 49.84 ± 10.04 48.76 ± 10.68 50.26 ± 9.84 .722
Tumor size (mm) 40.66 ± 14.20 41.64 ± 14.85 40.28 ± 14.04 .538
Tumor size group .422
≤20 mm 4 (4.45) 2 (8) 2 (3.08)
21-50 mm 65 (72.22) 16 (64) 49 (75.38)
N50 mm 21 (23.33) 7 (28) 14 (21.54)

Menopausal status .813
Pre-menopausal 50 (55.56) 13 (52) 37 (56.92)
Post-menopausal 40 (44.44) 12 (48) 28 (43.08)

Histopathological type .054
IDC 72 (80) 11 (44) 61 (93.84)
DCIS 5 (5.56) 3 (12) 2 (3.08)
ILC 2 (2.22) 1 (4) 1 (1.54)
Unclear classification 11 (12.22) 10 (40) 1 (1.54)

Immunohistochemistry type .020*
Luminal A 9 (10) 2 (8) 7 (10.77)
Luminal B 27 (30) 2 (8) 25 (38.46)
HER2 positive 35 (38.89) 15 (60) 20 (30.77)
Triple negative 19 (21.11) 6 (24) 13 (20)

HR status .015*
ER/PR(−) 32 (35.56) 14 (56) 18 (27.69)
ER/PR(+) 58 (64.44) 11 (44) 47 (72.31)

HER2 status .018*
HER2 (−) 51 (56.67) 9 (36) 42 (64.62)
HER2 (+) 39 (43.33) 16 (64) 23 (35.38)

Lymph node .770
negative 18 (20) 4 (16) 14 (21.54)
Positive 72 (80) 21 (84) 51 (78.46)

Abbreviations: IDC, invasive ductal carcinoma; ILC, invasive lobular carcinoma; pCR, pathologic
complete response; HR, hormonal receptor; ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor;
HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor. Numeric data are presented as mean ± SD.
Nonnumeric data are presented as number of patients (percentage). P value was analyzed between
pCR group and non-pCR group.



Figure 2. Line graph displays average value of background parenchymal enhancement (BPE) in all the patients, pre- and post-menopausal
women. Note: * P b .001 compared with baseline. # P b .001 compared with the previous NAC stage.
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after 4th NAC, and r = 0.235, P = .026 after 6th NAC). Meanwhile,
we also found that there was a weak significant correlation between the
decrease of BPE and the reduction of tumor size in each of three observation
points during NAC (r = 0.373, P b .001 after 2nd NAC, r = 0.249,
P = .018 after 4th NAC, and r = 0.264, P = .012 after 6th NAC).

The Cut-Off Point of BPE for pCR
The diagnostic values of Δ BPE and Δ size for pCR were further

analyzed with ROC curve (Figures 3, 4). The AUC ofΔBPEwas largest
after 2nd NAC and the AUC of Δsize was largest after 6th NAC. After
2nd NAC, the AUC of ΔBPE was 0.726 and the cut-off point between
pCR and non-pCR groups was 0.2672 (sensitivity 88% and specificity
52.3%), while the AUC of Δsize was 0.704 and the cut-off point for
pCR was 0.3258 (sensitivity 80% and specificity 61.5%) (Table 2).

Association Analysis
In univariate analysis, decrease of BPE was positively correlated

with pCR in the three monitoring points during NAC (P = .002 for
2nd NAC, 0.007 for 4th NAC and 0.036 for 6th NAC, respectively).
Meanwhile, the reduction of tumor size were also significantly
positively associated with pCR in every observation point (P = .004
for 2nd NAC and P b .001 for both 4th and 6th NAC). The HR
status and HER2 status showed significant associations with pCR
(P = .014 and 0.016, respectively). There were no associations
between pCR and age, menopausal status, tumor size at baseline and
lymph mode status (P N .05). Variables showing a significant
associationwith pCR in univariate analysis were entered formultivariate
analysis stratified to three monitoring points after NAC. Finally, the
changes of BPE after 2nd and 4th NAC were independent variables
correlated with better tumor response in the multivariate analysis, while
the reductions of tumor size in each 3 monitoring points were
independent variables correlated with pCR.TheHRnegative status was
independent variable associated with pCR (Table 3).
Discussion
Of 90 patients with unilateral breast cancer in our study, the change
of BPE in contralateral normal breast was firstly found to be
correlated with the change of tumor size and patients with more
reduction of BPE after 2nd NAC had more favorable pCR especially
in HR-negative status. Similar to the previous studies, the BPE
showed a constant reduction during the whole NAC.

Partially in line with previous studies, a significant decreased BPE
was found during the whole NAC despite the menopausal status in
this study. Previous studies analyzed the change of BPE after NAC in
both pre-and post-menopausal status, in which 55 years or less was
arbitrarily believed as pre-menopausal. In those studies, the reduction
of BPE was only found in the pre-menopausal women [16,21,22].
The possible explanation for the results mainly in pre-menopausal
women was chemotherapy-induced ovarian suppression [22]. BPE
may demonstrate normal breast epithelial cell proliferation, which was
affected by decreased hormone level due to ovarian suppression
caused by NAC. To our knowledge, a direct damage of vessels in
normal tissues, which contributed to the loss of tissue proliferation,
may also cause a reduction in BPE regardless the menopausal status
[23]. That could be explained that a significant decreased BPE was
also found in post-menopausal women. As BPE may be sensitive to
the hormonal changes, the reduction of BPE after NAC was less in
post-menopausal women than that in pre-menopausal women in this
study. Unlike in other studies, we focused on the change of BPE and
size during every monitoring point in this study. BPE showed a
constant reduction throughout chemotherapy and it fell down most
obviously after the 2nd cycle, which was caused by the delivery of the
therapeutic agent at the early stage of NAC.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to quantitatively
investigate the relationship between BPE and tumor size on MRI
throughout chemotherapy. Of relevance, RECIST standard is
internationally agreed to influence treatment decisions and monitor
tumor response during chemotherapy [20]. Some studies compared
the clinical tumor size as assessed by MRI with the postoperative
pathologic tumor size and revealed that tumor size on MRI had the
ability to predict final tumor response at pathology during NAC
[24,25]. Given the previous relevant findings that the alternation of
BPE can also predict tumor outcome to NAC, the change of BPE
may be similar to that of tumor size on the whole NAC. In our study,
there was no correlation between BPE and tumor size in the baseline
status at first, and it could be a hint towards other influences of tumor



Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis of BPE for the prediction of pathologic complete response (pCR).
Note: ΔBPE1/2/3 = (BPE2nd/4th/6th follow-up MRI – BPEbaseline MRI)/BPEbaseline MRI *100%.
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size preoperatively, which demonstrated that the initial tumor size did
not predict tumor response [26]. However, the correlation between
BPE and tumor size became weak but significant after NAC since
both of them were affected by the therapeutic agent. Furthermore, it
was also found that the reduction of BPE was positively correlated
with the decrease of tumor size at every monitoring point. Because of
the low r value in our exploratory study, larger investigations are
warranted to fully examine the relationship between them.

Although a few studies have reported a high association between
BPE and tumor outcome after NAC, they did not assess at multiple
monitoring points throughout NAC. The measurements of BPE
varied from previous quantitative analysis, such as the early phase of
Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis of size
ΔSize1/2/3 = (tumor size2nd/4th/6th follow-up MRI – tumor sizebaseline MR
BPE, the mean value, and the differences in ration of BPE, and we
calculated the mean value of BPE in this study. Our findings were in
line with previous results, strongly suggesting that the reduction of
BPE was associated with tumor response throughout NAC [15–17].
As we mentioned that BPE and tumor size had a similar tendency
during NAC, both of them may therefore be sensitive to the effect of
chemotherapy that had a positive prognostic value. From the ROC
analysis, it was found that not only tumor size but also BPE could
predict tumor response at every monitoring point in our study. The
reduction of BPE was best at the early stage for predicting pCR, while
the shrink of tumor size was best at the late stage as a predictor tool for
pCR. More interestingly, both of them can serve as an early predictor
for the prediction of pathologic complete response (pCR). Note:
I)/tumor sizebaseline MRI *100%.



Table 2. Comparisons of AUC for the Discrimination of Δsize and ΔBPE

AUC Area P 95% CI Cut-off Point Sensitivity Specificity

ΔBPE1 0.726 .001 0.618–0.835 0.2672 88% 52.3%
ΔBPE2 0.690 .005 0.569–0.811 0.4656 72% 63.1%
ΔBPE3 0.665 .016 0.536–0.794 0.6407 64% 67.7%
Δsize1 0.704 .003 0.588–0.821 0.3258 80% 61.5%
Δsize2 0.827 .000 0.729–0.925 0.6340 80% 76.9%
Δsize3 0.865 .000 0.776–0.954 0.6954 84% 78.5%

Note: ΔSize1/2/3 = (tumor size2nd/4th/6th follow-up MRI − tumor sizebaseline MRI)/tumor sizebaseline MRI

*100%. ΔBPE1/2/3 = (BPE2nd/4th/6th follow-up MRI – BPEbaseline MRI)/BPEbaseline MRI *100%. OR =
odds ratio. CI = confidence interval values.
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tool for tumor response, but the ROC area of BPE was a little bit
higher than tumor size after the 2nd cycle of NAC.
There have been only a few studies to investigate the association

between BPE and tumor response stratified by IHC status, but the
findings were not in complete unanimity. In our study, HR status was
an independent variable associated with pCR, and the change of BPE
after 2nd cycles showed a larger magnitude in HR-negative patients,
which was partially in line with Chen's findings [16]. Since the
HR-negative tumors were sensitive to chemotherapy and the
HR-positive tumors benefit from endocrine therapy [27], the possible
explanation of our findings was that the BPE may be more sensitive to
the influence of blood perfusion resulting from chemotherapy agent
than the effect of ovarian function affecting the hormonal level at the
early stage after NAC. However, van der Velden et al. demonstrated
the relatively different result that BPE was especially associated with
long-term outcome in ER-positive and HER2-negative breast
cancers17. Additionally, HER2 status showed significant association
with pCR in univariate analysis but not an independent predictive
factor in our findings. This warrants further investigations.
Our study has some limitations. First, because all of the patients

had biopsy-proven breast cancer, MRI was not always performed in
the recommended menstrual cycle in order to avoid a delay in
treatment. Second, because only 12 patients received eight cycles of
NAC, the evaluation of the 8th follow-up MRI was excluded in this
study. Third, the population size is relatively small, and our
population included only a small number of patients with pCR.
Validation in larger populations is required to better explain the
change of BPE on the whole NAC.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that BPE of contralateral normal

breast showed a constant reduction throughout NAC therapy
regardless of menopausal status, and the change of BPE was
significantly correlated with the change of tumor size during the
therapy. Furthermore, the reduction of BPE at the early stage (after
2nd cycle of NAC in this study) was firstly found to be positively
associated with tumor response, particularly in HR-negative patients.
Table 3. Multivariate Analysis Between Variables and pCR After Receiving NAC

Variables OR 95% CI P

HR status 0 1.00(Reference) - -
1 0.243 0.083–0.706 .009

HER2 status 0 1.00(Reference)
1 .099

Δsize1 0.069 0.006–0.835 .036
Δsize2 0.002 0–0.038 b.001
Δsize3 0 0–0.019 b.001
ΔBPE1 0.019 0.002–0.218 .002
ΔBPE2 0.033 0.002–0.590 .002
ΔBPE3 0.062 0.002–1.090 .111
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